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Abstract: This study investigated the propagation of errors in input satellite-based precipitation
products (SPPs) on streamflow and water quality indicators simulated by a hydrological model in
the Occoquan Watershed, located in the suburban Washington, D.C. area. A dense rain gauge network
was used as reference to evaluate three SPPs which are based on different retrieval algorithms.
A Hydrologic Simulation Program-FORTRAN (HSPF) hydrology and water quality model was
forced with the three SPPs to simulate output of streamflow (Q), total suspended solids (TSS),
stream temperature (TW), and dissolved oxygen (DO). Results indicate that the HSPF model may
have a dampening effect on the precipitation-to-streamflow error. The bias error propagation of
all three SPPs showed a positive dependency on basin scale for streamflow and TSS, but not for
TW and DO. On a seasonal basis, bias error propagation varied by product, with larger values
generally found in fall and winter. This study demonstrated that the spatiotemporal variability
of SPPs, along with their algorithms to estimate precipitation, have an influence on water quality
simulations in a hydrologic model.

Keywords: satellite-based precipitation products; CMORPH; PERSIANN; TMPA; water quality;
modeling; HSPF

1. Introduction

It is well understood that precipitation is the most important forcing input in a hydrologic
model, as it influences both watershed hydrology and water quality processes. Land surface and
hydrologic models are greatly influenced by the accuracy of input precipitation data including its
spatial and temporal distribution, intensity, and duration [1–3]. While the traditional approach has
been to measure precipitation using ground-based rain gauges, the use of satellite-based precipitation
products (SPPs) in hydrologic modeling has been gaining more popularity due to their continuous
geographic coverage with high spatial and temporal resolution. Whilst these products offer a viable
resource, seasonal precipitation patterns, storm type, resolution of measurement, and background
surface, all have an influence on the performance of SPPs and thus impact the output of hydrologic
models [4,5]. Major sources of uncertainty with SPPs emerge from the inaccuracy of instrumentation,
sampling errors, and algorithmic miscalculations [6]. In addition to errors associated with precipitation
input, uncertainty in hydrologic modeling may come from a number of other sources such as
input parameter heterogeneity, model structure and algorithm errors, and boundary condition
errors. Relevant literature to this study addressed herein includes: (1) SPP uncertainty associated
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with hydrologic modeling, (2) propagation of error from precipitation to streamflow simulated by
a hydrologic model, and (3) precipitation product resolution impact on water quality simulation error.

Understanding the uncertainty associated with individual SPPs is crucial when assessing their
performance as input into a hydrologic model. SPPs combine information mainly from geostationary
infrared (IR) and/or low-orbiting passive microwave (PMW) satellites. Many studies have documented
the performance of SPPs, suggesting that seasonal patterns and types of precipitation can impact
the quality of the retrieval. For instance, thermal IR algorithms may miss light stratiform precipitation
events and snow cover [4,7]. Ebert et al. [8] reported that in temperate climates, SPPs generally perform
better with convective storms during the warm season and that IR-based SPPs decline in accuracy with
stratiform precipitation. Conversely, PMW algorithms may underestimate heavy precipitation events
often associated with convective storms. Similarly, Li et al. [9] evaluated TMPA 3B42 and PERSIANN,
PMW- and IR-based algorithms, respectively, over the Poyang Lake basin in China and found that
both TMPA and PERSIANN underestimated rainfall in comparison to rain gauges and both SPPs had
a dependence on elevation.

Numerous past studies have discussed how to quantify the uncertainty of SPPs and the relationship
between forcing precipitation estimated by SPPs and their simulated streamflow results through
a hydrologic model [10–21]. Results documented that output simulations derived from SPPs can be
affected by event intensity, product resolution, seasonal performance, and basin scale, noting that
moderate precipitation magnitudes, larger domain scales, longer time integration, and finer spatial and
temporal resolutions of SPPs generally improve the accuracy in simulating streamflow [4,20,22–24].
Furthermore, in a recent study by Satgé et al. [25], 12 SPPs were evaluated in the Lake Titicaca
region of South America for space–time accuracy and consistency reproduced through a hydrological
model. Satgé et al. [25] found SPPs varied significantly when used to reproduce gauge estimates and
streamflow observations depending on the time window considered, underlying the importance of
strategically considering the space–time consistency of SPPs for use in hydrologic models. Satellite data
have also been used in a number of other hydrological applications such as land cover acquisition [26]
and estimating groundwater levels [27].

Several studies have also examined the propagation of error from SPPs to streamflow, indicating that
the output error is highly dependent on the uncertainty associated with the forcing precipitation dataset.
Errors generated from SPP resolution, both spatial and temporal, are known to have a significant impact
on the error in streamflow. Nijssen and Lettenmaier [6], Flack et al. [10], Hossain and Anagnostou [11],
Maggioni et al. [15], Mei et al. [16], Nikolopoulos et al. [17], Seyyedi et al. [18], Yu et al. [19], Zhang et al. [21],
Yang et al. [24], Guetter and Georgakakos [28], Vivoni et al. [29], and others all found that errors associated
with precipitation input can have an amplifying transformation on simulated streamflow uncertainty
with relative errors magnified up to three times greater than input errors. Maggioni et al. [15] reported
that error metrics of ensemble precipitation for three SPPs in the Tar-Pamlico basin in the southeast
United States (U.S.) had no dependency on basin scale for relative bias, although relative root mean square
error (rRMSE) decreased as a function of scale. Their results also showed that biases doubled, while RMSE
decreased as a function of basin scale between input and output simulations. Vergara et al. [30] also
reported an amplified bias and a dampened RMSE in the same basin. Another study investigated error
corrections to SPPs in streamflow simulations through an ensemble error model in the Tocantins-Arguaia
basin, Brazil [10]. Results there indicated that mean errors and RMSEs decreased as a function of
basin scale, but no scale dependence on the precipitation-to-streamflow error propagation was
observed. Yu et al. [19] quantified the uncertainty propagation of rainfall forecasts into streamflow
through a distributed hydrologic model in the Kii Peninsula of Japan. Their results coincided with
prior studies demonstrating a decrease in uncertainty by basin scale. Ehsan Bhuiyan et al. [31]
investigated the propagation of precipitation uncertainty to simulated surface runoff, subsurface
runoff, and evapotranspiration in the Iberian Peninsula using five SPPs, showing that uncertainties in
modeled surface runoff were strongly sensitive to precipitation uncertainty. Hostache et al. [32] studied
errors propagated through a hydrologic model in the Alzette River basin, Luxembourg, and found
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that understanding errors associated with input precipitation is vital to evaluating error-associated
river flow forecasts. In addition to basin scale, other factors have been cited to impact the error
propagation of streamflow including complex terrain and elevation [16,17], hydrologic model type
and complexity [32,33], and seasonality [16,29,34].

Research associated with the use of satellite and reanalysis precipitation products for water quality
modeling is very limited. Neal et al. [35] found that soil water chemistry has variability at the local
scale, translating into a range of responses in the chemistry of localized runoff, and thus streamflow,
further indicating that a high temporal frequency and spatial resolution is needed for modeling
and simulating streamflow processes including TSS in the River Severn basin, United Kingdom.
Himanshu et al. [36] evaluated the performance of TMPA 3B42V7 for predicting suspended sediment
loads in two watersheds in South India using a machine learning technique and found moderate
prediction efficiency. Stryker et al. [37] used the North American Regional Reanalysis data for
simulating suspended sediment loads and concentrations in the Mad River watershed located in
Vermont, U.S.; however, the main objective of this study was to evaluate model performance for
sediment simulations as opposed to the uncertainty of precipitation inputs. A recent study by
Ma et al. [38] investigated the use of two SPPs and one reanalysis product in the Lancang River basin
in Southwest China to assess their performance in simulating streamflow and suspended sediment
using the Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) model. They found that, at the monthly timestep,
both SPPs were better at estimating precipitation than the reanalysis product and also both SPPs had
a good capability of modeling monthly streamflow and sediment loads. While this study evaluated
spatial and temporal sediment yield, it neither considered the spatial and temporal variability of
SPPs nor evaluated the propagation of uncertainty between precipitation input and model output.
Furthermore, while there is substantial research investigating the association between precipitation
and water quality response (e.g., [35,39–47]), only a few studies investigated how the spatial and
temporal differences of SPPs may impact the simulation and forecasting of water quality [38,48].
Initial research conducted by Solakian et al. [48] showed that spatial and temporal differences in SPP
resolutions, along with the algorithms used to estimate precipitation magnitude, had an impact on
modeled streamflow and water quality indicators in the Occoquan Watershed, Virginia, U.S. It was
also noted that the seasonality dissimilarities observed in SPPs may translate into seasonal differences
in simulated streamflow and water quality indicators. However, the Solakian et al. [48] study did
not evaluate the seasonal performance of SPPs, or seasonal model response, nor did it examine
the propagation of error between model input precipitation data and model simulation output.

This work assesses the propagation of errors from input precipitation using SPPs (at different
resolutions) to water quality indicator output simulated through a hydrologic model by answering
the following research questions that have never been addressed in previous work: (1) How well
do SPPs perform seasonally compared to rain gauges in the Occoquan Watershed? (2) How well do
SPPs perform in simulating streamflow and water quality indicators, both temporally (seasonally) and
spatially (by basin scale)? (3) How does the performance of SPPs influence the propagation of error
between input precipitation and simulated streamflow and water quality indicator output? This study
builds upon the previous work of Solakian et al. (2019) and others, providing a comprehensive
evaluation of the seasonal skill of three different SPPs and the propagation of error simulated through
a hydrologic model. To accomplish this, SPPs of varying native spatial and temporal resolutions
are compared against observations from a dense rain gauge network over the Occoquan Watershed.
The three SPPs evaluated in this study are used as forcing input into a gauge-calibrated hydrologic and
water quality model to simulate streamflow and three water quality indicators (i.e., total suspended
solids, stream water temperature, and dissolved oxygen) at six locations within the watershed. The skill
of the SPP-based model simulations is then compared to gauge-based simulations over a five-year study
period (2008–2012). The propagation of error from input precipitation to simulated output for each of
the three products is investigated by basin scale and on a seasonal basis. Section 2 presents the study
area, the datasets, and the hydrologic model used in this study. Section 2 also illustrates the methods
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employed in this analysis to assess the uncertainty of SPPs, simulated output, and the propagation
of error. Section 3 interprets the results of this study, while Section 4 discusses the results. Section 5
provides conclusory remarks of notable findings.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

The Occoquan Watershed is a tributary of the Potomac River, which discharges into the Chesapeake
Bay, a body of water that has been a major focus of scientific studies and environmental restoration
efforts since the 1980s to combat pollution discharged from the watershed and the presence of
aquatic dead zones in the bay [49]. The Occoquan Watershed is located in the metropolitan area of
Washington, DC, USA, and is approximately 1500 km2 in size with two main run-of-the-river water
reservoirs: Lake Manassas and the Occoquan Reservoir. The watershed is characterized by a mix of
urban and suburban land use with a mild topographic variation. For over 40 years, the watershed
has been monitored by a network of rain gauges and stream monitoring stations. The watershed
contributes in part to the drinking water supply of residents in the area (on average, 40% of the annual
demand for almost two million people), yet has experienced unprecedented growth and urbanization.
The watershed is formed by three stream systems, Broad Run, Cedar Run, and Bull Run, and is
divided into seven distinct catchments (Figure 1, outlined with black lines), which are then partitioned
into 87 segments (outlined in gray) used in the Occoquan Watershed hydrologic model (Section 2.3).
To investigate the uncertainty and the error propagation by basin scale, a cascade of sub-basins with
different drainage areas is assessed at six model evaluation points (green squares), represented in
Figure 1, ranging from almost 18 to 500 km2 in size.
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Figure 1. Study area showing the Occoquan Watershed boundary, 7 catchments, 87 segments, topography,
major streams, major waterbodies, locations of stream monitoring stations, and the locations of model
evaluation points (S47, S86, and S79 coincide with stream monitoring stations).
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2.2. Precipitation Data

This study assesses three SPPs in comparison to ground-based precipitation observations across
the Occoquan Watershed. Fifteen (15) tipping bucket rain gauges located within or proximate to
the Occoquan Watershed (represented as black dots in Figure 2a) are used to measure ground-based
precipitation. These gauges measure precipitation in increments of 0.254 mm (0.01 in.) by recording
the time of occurrence of successive tips logged hourly. Rain gauges across the study area provide
hourly records.
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Figure 2. Cumulative 5-year areal-weighted and segment-aggregated (AWSA) precipitation for each
segment in the Occoquan Watershed for the (a) rain gauge network and satellite-based precipitation
products (SPPs): (b) TMPA, (c) CMORPH, and (d) PERSIANN including the spatial resolution of SPP
pixels at 0.25◦, 0.07◦, and 0.04◦, respectively.

This study employs three of the most commonly used quasi-global SPPs: (1) the Tropical Rainfall
Measuring Mission (TRMM) Multi-satellite Precipitation Analysis (TMPA) [50]; (2) the Climate
Prediction Center’s (CPC) morphing technique (CMORPH) [51]; and (3) the Precipitation Estimation
from Remotely Sensed Information using Artificial Neural Networks (PERSIANN)-Cloud Classification
System (CCS) [52].

The TRMM TMPA algorithm, developed by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), combines both IR and PMW sensor data to provide rainfall estimates over the tropics and
subtropics between 50◦ N and 50◦ S [50,53,54]. TMPA has a native spatial resolution of 0.25◦ and
a temporal resolution of 3 h. The bias-adjusted, latent calibrated version, 3B42-V7, is used in this
study. The CMORPH algorithm, developed by the U.S. National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA), produces precipitation estimates at a spatial resolution of ~0.07◦ and a 30-min temporal
frequency derived from low-orbit satellite PMW observations obtained from geostationary satellite
data [51]. Product data cover between 60◦ N and 60◦ S. The CMORPH V1.0 product data used in this
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study are bias-corrected by matching CMORPH raw data against the CPC daily gauge data [55,56].
PERSIANN-CCS precipitation estimates, covering an area between 60◦ N and 60◦ S, are assigned using
infrared cloud images from cloud-top brightness temperature and rainfall relationships which are
then calibrated by gauge-corrected radar hourly rainfall data [7]. The PERSIANN-CCS (hereafter
called PERSIANN) data used in this study have a spatial and temporal resolution of 0.04◦ and 30 min,
respectively [57–59].

2.3. Hydrologic Model

The Hydrological Simulation Program-FORTRAN (HSPF) is a lumped-parameter continuous
simulation time step model developed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to
simulate hydrology and water quality processes in a watershed. This long-standing model with
origins from the 1970s has been widely adopted in the U.S. for its ability to simulate complex
watersheds within numerous land cover and climatic conditions along with various fate and transport
processes [60–63]. The HSPF model was proven to provide satisfactory performance both in terms of
streamflow and water quality processes in several past studies [42,62,64,65]. Nevertheless, the accuracy
of HSPF-modeled sediment transport predictions was shown to be (i) limited by the inability of
ground-based meteorological stations to adequately cover the spatial extents and density necessary
to represent watershed precipitation [65]; (ii) influenced by storm magnitude and frequency [65];
and (iii) seasonally dependent [42]. A few studies [66–68] evaluated the propagation of errors in
an HSPF model from input to output. Diaz-Ramirez et al. [66] suggested that streamflow uncertainty is
significantly impacted by precipitation patterns and magnitude, but may also be impacted by several
other parameters and variables (e.g., land use classification, slope, infiltration capacity, soil moisture,
groundwater recharge, and interflow recession). Young et al. [68] determined that the quality
of precipitation input data has a significant impact on the uncertainty associated not only with
HSPF-simulated streamflow, but also with sediment transport loads and water quality constituents.

The Occoquan Watershed model is an HSPF conceptional lumped hydrological model that
simulates hydrological and water quality processes in the Occoquan Watershed [69]. The model
delineates 87 segments within the seven catchments of the Occoquan Watershed, as depicted in Figure 1.
Each of the seven catchments has a separate HSPF model that is linked to the others to create the overall
watershed model. The model is updated every five years with current land use information which is
unaltered during the duration of the modeling period. Meteorological data including air temperature,
cloud cover, dew point temperature, wind speed, solar radiation, potential evapotranspiration,
and precipitation are inputted into the model at the hourly scale. Precipitation input is retrieved
for each segment from the nearest-neighbor rain gauge (Figure 2a), while all other meteorological
data used in the model are derived from one meteorological station and are applied consistently
throughout all 87 segments. While meteorological data are inputted at the hourly scale, the Occoquan
Watershed HSPF model is set to output simulation results of streamflow and water quality indicators
at the daily scale to minimize the impacts of timing errors often found using lower timestep increments
(e.g., hourly).

Each catchment HSPF model is individually deterministically calibrated and validated over
a 5-year period (1 January 2008 to 31 December 2012) between simulated gauge-based results and
observed data. The model is calibrated using observed data from eight stream monitoring stations that
collect streamflow, stream stage, and water quality constituents throughout the watershed (represented
as black squares in Figure 1). Streamflow (Q) and stream stage are continuously measured by automated
equipment. Water quality constituents including stream temperature (TW), total suspended solids
(TSS), orthophosphate phosphorus (OP), ammonium nitrogen (NH4-N), nitrate-nitrogen (NO3-N),
dissolved oxygen (DO), biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), and total organic carbon (TOC) are
periodically measured. While data from eight stream monitoring stations are used for model
calibration and validation, this study analyzes results for six evaluation points selected at various
locations in the watershed (locations are represented as green squares in Figure 1). Three of the six
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evaluation points (S47, S79, and S86) coincide with stream monitoring stations (ST25, ST60, and ST70,
respectively). These six evaluation points were chosen based on their representative location in
the watershed: either at the confluence of a catchment (S26, S27, S34, and S86) and/or at a stream
monitoring station (S47, S79, and S86). Model simulated output at the six evaluation points includes Q,
TW, TSS, and DO. For additional information on the set-up and calibration of the Occoquan Watershed
HSPF model, including the processing of rain gauge data for input into the model, we refer the reader
to Solakian et al. [48].

2.4. Data Processing

Hourly precipitation data from SPPs are areal-weighted and segment-aggregated (AWSA) for
input into the hydrologic model. To process the SPPs as AWSA input, pixels overlaying segment
boundaries are spatially aggregated for direct input for each of the 87 segments of the watershed.
For a detailed description on how SPP pixel-based data are aggregated into segment-based AWSA
data for input into the hydrologic model, we refer the reader to Solakian et al. [48]. Next, SPPs are
temporally matched to the hourly temporal resolution which is the resolution of the rain gauge
data. Figure 2 presents the spatial distribution of rain gauges (Figure 2a) including the cumulative
precipitation measured over the watershed at each of the 87 segments within the 5-year study period.
As highlighted in Figure 2b–d, the spatial resolutions of the three SPPs are very different (spatial
resolution of pixel grids are represented by gray lines), with TMPA having the coarsest resolution
(0.25◦), followed by CMORPH (0.07◦), and then PERSIANN (0.04◦). The average cumulative AWSA
precipitation over the watershed during the 5-year study period estimated by the three SPPs moderately
overestimates the one recorded by the rain gauges (4909 mm) with values of 5298, 5267, and 5834 mm
for TMPA, CMORPH, and PERSIANN, respectively.

The hydrologic model developed for the Occoquan Watershed processes precipitation input at the
hourly resolution and simulates output at the daily resolution. Thus, hourly precipitation data are
aggregated to the daily scale for a uniform comparison with the model output. Specifically, error and
performance metrics of AWSA daily precipitation (P) are computed on a seasonal basis for all
the 87 watershed segments. Seasons are defined as follows: December–January–February (winter),
March–April–May (spring), June–July–August (summer), and September–October–November (fall).
Aside from altering precipitation input, no other input, parameters, or model boundary conditions are
modified in this experiment.

The goal of this analysis is to quantify uncertainties in simulated streamflow and select water
quality indicators by season and by basin scale for three SPPs at the six evaluation points (S26, S27,
S34, S47, S79, and S86) in the watershed. These locations are chosen based on the representative basin
scale (drainage area size) and model output locations. Stream water quality is not only influenced
by precipitation, but also by many other factors including atmospheric deposition, rainfall chemistry,
vadose zone leaching, groundwater chemistry, stormwater runoff, streambank sediment transport,
and anthropogenic sources such as wastewater discharges [35,39]. In this study, we only investigate
how precipitation uncertainty affects output uncertainty; however, precipitation may have tangential
impacts on other influencers (e.g., groundwater chemistry) that are not part of this evaluation.

2.5. Precipitation Anlaysis

Firstly, the three SPPs are evaluated against reference precipitation measurements from the rain
gauge network in the Occoquan Watershed. Probability density functions (PDFs) of precipitation (P)
products are evaluated both over the 5-year study period and on a seasonal basis. This comparison is
based on the interpolated and aggregated daily AWSA values of SPPs for all 87 watershed segments
rather than a pixel-to-point comparison. PDFs reveal the inhomogeneity of the different products as
well as the relationship between intensity and occurrence, as discussed in Sections 3 and 4.

Second, the detection capability of daily AWSA SPPs in comparison to rain gauge observations
is assessed through the following statistics: probability of detection (POD), false alarm rate (FAR),
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and critical success index (CSI). POD measures the ratio of correct detection of the SPP to the observed
occurrence of precipitation from the rain gauge. FAR measures the number of events when precipitation
is detected by an SPP but no precipitation is observed by the reference gauge. CSI is a measure of
successfully detected events to the total number of events observed (i.e., hits, false alarms, and missed
event) [70]. The total number observations by the SPP with respect to the gauge observation that either
correctly detect an event, miss an event, or incorrectly detect an event, are hits, misses, and false alarms,
respectively. The rain/no-rain threshold is set to 0.254 mm/day, which corresponds to the minimum
precipitation detectable by the rain gauges. Equations used to calculate the POD, FAR, and CSI are
provided in Table 1. POD, success ratio (1-FAR), CSI, and performance bias (ratio of the POD to
the success ratio) are summarized by season using a performance diagram [71].

Table 1. Error and performance metric equations. Poi is the ith observed rain gauge precipitation or
reference streamflow/water quality indicator measurement and Psi is the ith simulated satellite-based
precipitation measurement or simulated streamflow/water quality indicator value. P is the corresponding
mean value and n is the number of precipitation (P) events/values (i.e., streamflow (Q), total suspended
solids (TSS), stream temperature (TW), and dissolved oxygen (DO)).

Metric Equation Units Range Indicator(s)

Probability of Detection POD = Hits
Hits+Misses - 0–1 P

False Alarm Rate FAR = False alarms
Hits+False alarms - 0–1 P

Critical Success Index CSI = Hits
Hits+False alarms+Misses - 0–1 P

Relative Bias rB =

[∑n
i=1(Psi−Poi )∑n

i=1(Poi )

]
× 100% % 0-∞ P

Root Mean Square Error RMSE =

√∑n
i=1(Psi−Poi )

2

n
mm/d 0–∞ P

Correlation Coefficient CC =
∑n

i=1(Poi−Po)(Psi−Ps)√∑n
i=1(Poi−Po)

2
√∑n

i=1(Psi−Ps)
2 - −1–1 P, Q, TSS, TW, DO

Standard Deviation σ =

√
1
n

n∑
i=1

(
Pi − P

)
mm/d, m3/s, ◦C, mg/L 0–∞ P, Q, TSS, TW, DO

Absolute Bias B =

∣∣∣∣∣∑n
i=1(Psi−Poi )

n

∣∣∣∣∣ mm/d, m3/s, ◦C, mg/L 0–∞ P, Q, TSS, TW, DO

Relative Root Mean Square Error rRMSE =

√
1
n
∑n

i=1(Psi−Poi )
2

1
n
∑n

i=1(Poi)
% 0–∞ P, Q, TSS, TW, DO

Bias Propagation Factor Ebias =
Boutput
Binput - 0–∞ P, Q, TSS, TW, DO

rRMSE Propagation Factor ErRMSE =
rRMSEoutput

rRMSEinput
- 0–∞ P, Q, TSS, TW, DO

Third, the skills of each SPP are quantified using four metrics: relative bias (rB), root mean
square error (RMSE), correlation coefficient (CC), and standard deviation (σ). As shown in Table 1,
rB is a representation of the relative difference (in percentage) between estimated and observed
data with positive and negative values indicating precipitation overestimation and underestimation,
respectively. RMSE is a measure of the magnitude of errors between SPP and observed gauge values,
whereas the CC provides a measure of the linear agreement between two variables. The amount of
variation in the dataset is quantified by the standard deviation. In this study, the overall skill associated
with each of the three SPPs in relation to the gauge-based data is summarized on a seasonal basis using
a Taylor diagram [72].

2.6. Output Analysis

To complete this investigation, firstly, the three SPPs are evaluated against reference precipitation
measurements from the rain gauge network. Secondly, the HSPF model is forced with the three
SPPs to simulate output of Q, TSS, TW, and DO. Model output is evaluated at six evaluation points
by comparing the three SPP-forced simulations to those forced with rain gauge-based records both
temporally, by season, and spatially, by basin scale. Thirdly, the propagation of error from model input
to simulated output is investigated.
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The model performance in simulating streamflow and the three water quality indicators (i.e., TSS,
TW, and DO) is evaluated through the absolute bias (B) and the relative RMSE (rRSME). Bias is
a measure of the systematic error of a dataset, whereas rRMSE is used to measure the random error
between datasets. Error metrics are investigated as a function of spatial (i.e., basin size) and temporal
scales (i.e., seasonality). To comprehensively evaluate and quantify the propagation of error from input
precipitation to output streamflow and water quality indicators, two error metrics are adopted: bias
propagation factor (Ebias) and rRMSE propagation factor (ErRMSE), defined as the ratio of the error
metric of the output (i.e., Q, TSS, TW, or DO) to the respective error metric of the input (i.e., P).
The propagation factor is an indication of either dampening (less than 1) or amplification (greater than
1) of error as it is translated from precipitation to model output simulations.

3. Results

This section presents the results of (1) the error and performance analysis of SPPs, (2) the seasonal
error analysis of simulated model output, and (3) the propagation of error from model input to
simulated output.

3.1. Seasonal Evaluation of SPPs

The three SPPs (TMPA, CMORPH, and PERSIANN) are compared to gauge-based measurements
by season for all 87 watershed segments. This comparison is completed using the daily aggregated
AWSA values for each segment as opposed to hourly data to match the temporal scale of the model
output data. AWSA values are compared to gauge data rather than a pixel-to-point comparison to
assess the error propagation of different precipitation forcing datasets used in the model to simulated
streamflow and water quality indicators on a seasonal basis and by basin scale.

Over the five years, all three SPPs tend to under-detect the occurrence of low-intensity precipitation
(P ≤ 1 mm/day) and over-detect moderate-intensity (1 < P < 20 mm/day) events, but are more agreeable
with heavy-intensity (P≤ 20 mm/day) events (Figure 3). Results show that the PDF of CMORPH is closer
to the one of rain gauge observations with respect to TMPA and PERSIANN. Although SPPs tend to
perform differently during different seasons, all three SPPs under-detect the occurrence of low-intensity
P in comparison to rain gauge observations in all seasons. Moreover, in the spring, PERSIANN tends
to largely overestimate moderate-intensity P, whereas TMPA has a significant overestimation of
high-intensity P events. During summer, CMORPH outperforms TMPA and PERSIANN in capturing
P of all intensities with very similar results to those of the gauges. In the fall, CMORPH has the best
performance for all intensities, whereas, as in summer, TMPA tends to underestimate low-intensity and
overestimate moderate- and high-intensity events. During winter, significant differences are observed
with moderate-intensity P events during winter, with large overestimations of TMPA and PERSIANN.
On the other hand, SPP estimates for high-intensity events are well matched with PERSIANN with
a significant overestimation by TMPA.

Over the five-year study period, TMPA and CMORPH present lower FARs, but also lower PODs
compared to PERSIANN (Figure 4a). On a seasonal basis, both TMPA and CMORPH exhibit comparable
FARs, lowest in fall and winter (but when POD is lower) and highest in summer. On the other hand,
PERSIANN demonstrates the lowest FARs and highest POD in spring and winter. TMPA carries
the lowest POD during all seasons, which may be attributed to the coarser spatial and temporal
resolution of the product in comparison to CMORPH and PERSIANN. These results agree with Sun
et al. [5] indicating that TMPA has a lower POD and FAR than other products in both warm and
cold seasons over North America. The performance bias (the ratio of the POD to the success ratio)
is relatively low in winter for both TMPA and CMORPH (Figure 4a). CMORPH and PERSIANN
underestimate P during winter and fall, respectively. TMPA and CMORPH generally exhibit similar
performances, whereas PERSIANN shows larger error metrics, particularly in winter.
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For the three SPPs, the error metrics shown in the Taylor diagram (Figure 4b) present a seasonal
variation. Correlation coefficients vary by product and by season with CMORPH slightly outperforming
TMPA and significantly outperforming PERSIANN. While overall correlations are concentrated between
0.26 and 0.60, both TMPA and CMORPH have the highest correlation during the fall, followed by
winter. While inferior performance with low correlation values is observed with PERSIANN, it appears
to perform best in winter and summer. The lowest RMSEs for TMPA and CMORPH are in winter,
whereas the lowest RMSE for PERSIANN is in summer. TMPA and CMORPH have the lowest standard
deviations during winter and the highest in fall, while PERSIANN has a lower standard deviation in
fall and higher in winter.
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3.2. Model Output Analysis

Figure 5 shows density scatter plots (in the logarithmic scale) of daily SPPs against ground-based
P observations and Q, TSS, TW, and DO simulated by the HSPF model forced with the SPPs against
the corresponding output simulated by the model forced with gauge P observations. Overall statistics
in terms of CC, B, and rRMSE are also shown on the scatterplots. As already concluded from
the previous section, TMPA and CMORPH perform better than PERSIANN in terms of P, with CMORPH
showing an overall slightly better performance in reference to the gauge-based data. TMPA- and
CMORPH-simulated Q values have a moderate linear relationship with gauge-simulated Q values;
however, both SPPs tend to overpredict Q. PERSIANN underpredicts the reference Q and shows
a large dispersion around the 1:1 line. Correlations of simulated Q are higher with respect to the P ones,
although the B is also higher. Generally, the rRMSEs for the three SPPs are relatively close between Q
and P.

Correlations of water quality indicators vary considerably with high values for TW (0.98–0.99) and
DO (0.81–0.85), but lower values for TSS (0.26–0.56). TW has the strongest positive linear relationship
of all water quality indicators with little dispersion. The B and rRMSE of both TW and DO are very
low for all three SPPs. In general, all SPP-simulated values have a positive linear relationship with
gauge-simulated values for DO, though all SPPs tend to overpredict lower DO concentrations and
underpredict higher concentrations.

SPP-simulated TSS has the weakest relationship to gauge-simulated TSS for all water quality indicators.
For TSS, TMPA and CMORPH tend to slightly underpredict TSS concentrations, whereas PERSIANN
significantly overpredicts TSS concentrations. B and rRMSE are moderate for TMPA and CMORPH,
but much higher for PERSIANN, which is expected since TSS is highly dependent on Q.

To better understand the model’s behavior between forced input and simulated output, error metrics
are evaluated seasonally for P, Q, and the water quality indicators. Specifically, the simulations forced
with the three different SPPs with respect to the one forced with gauge-based precipitation are evaluated
in terms of both B and rRMSE. Figures 6 and 7 highlight the error of each SPP, by season. The six model
evaluation points are represented by the total drainage area to each point (x-axis). For Q, TMPA and
CMORPH outperform PERSIANN, though the seasonal performance varies considerably by product.
Generally, TMPA-Q shows the lowest B during summer and the highest B in winter across all evaluation
points. On the other hand, CMORPH-Q tends to have the lowest B during winter and highest during
summer, with a few exceptions. B results between TMPA-Q and CMORPH-Q appear quite interesting
considering that the B associated with their P counterpart does not vary much by season. Additionally,
B tends to follow the same trends of P for CMORPH, with summer presenting the highest B for both
TMPA and CMORPH and a similar skill amongst the other seasons. For Q, it is also apparent that B
(Figure 6) has a positive dependency on basin scale but not for any of the water quality indicators.
TMPA-Q and CMORPH-Q generally present similar rRMSEs with the highest values during summer
(when RMSEs of P are also high) and the lowest in spring for TMPA and winter for CMORPH.
Low rRMSEs in winter may be due to less streamflow and thus lower residuals even though the B of P
may be greater. Similar to TMPA, PERSIANN-Q is relatively inferior in the winter with similar Bs for
the other seasons. In general, a high FAR and B noted in the PERSIANN-P during the winter season
leads to a notably larger B in PERSIANN-Q when compared to the TMPA and CMORPH products
(i.e., almost ten times greater).
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Figure 6. Seasonal analysis of absolute bias at each model evaluation point as a function of basin
scale (km2) for P, Q, TSS, TW, and DO between gauge-based records and SPPs TMPA, CMORPH,
and PERSIANN during the 5-year study period.

For TSS simulations in this study, TMPA and CMORPH generally outperform PERSIANN during
all seasons, which is expected since similar results are noted from Q, and simulated TSS concentrations
are highly dependent on Q. A large seasonal variation in B is observed for PERSIANN, but significantly
lower for TMPA and CMORPH. Interestingly, in summer and fall, both P and Q are overestimated,
whereas TSS is underestimated by TMPA simulations. CMORPH often underestimates TSS during
the winter and spring seasons. TSS is also generally underestimated across basin scales by PERSIANN,
which tends to overestimate low-intensity P which may contribute very little to streamflow and
increased sediment transport. During winter, B of PERSIANN-TSS is approximately four times larger
than for TMPA and CMORPH.

TMPA and CMORPH also generally outperform PERSIANN in terms of TW during all seasons.
Highest B is found in summer, as expected, since there is a larger fluctuation in ambient air temperature
during this season. B associated with TMPA and CMORPH for all other seasons is below 0.22 ◦C,
but larger Bs are found during winter for PERSIANN. B for PERSIANN-TW presents a large variance
among seasons, which is not as evident in the other two simulations. Winter presents significantly
higher rRMSE for TW in comparison to other seasons.
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Results of this study indicate a cyclical pattern with SPP-simulated DO concentrations higher in
the cooler months and lower in the warmer months. Errors of simulated DO indicate more conformance
among the three SPPs, with TMPA and CMORPH marginally outperforming PERSIANN and with all
three SPPs underestimating DO, especially in the fall. The basin scale does not seem to play a factor
and there does not appear to be a clear indication of how seasonality impacts B. The lowest rRMSEs are
generally found in winter, followed closely by spring and fall, with the highest errors during summer.
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3.3. Error Propagation

The Ebias and ErRMSE of streamflow and water quality indicators are investigated on a seasonal
basis and by basin scale (Figures 8 and 9, respectively). The positive bias in SPPs is propagated into
simulated streamflow, but not in all the water quality indicators. No single product outperforms
the others in terms of ErRMSE. For Q, Ebias ranges between almost zero and 8.5, linearly increasing
with basin scale. The largest error propagation is seen for CMORPH at evaluation point 86 during
the winter season, which is caused by a very low absolute bias of P (0.01 mm/day). While the bias
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associated with Q and water quality indicators for CMORPH at evaluation point 86 is not particularly
high, Ebias is magnified due to the low B in P. There do not appear to be any distinct seasonal trends
associated with the Ebias for Q, but when investigating ErRMSE, basin scale has an impact across all
seasons, similar to results discussed above for rRMSE. ErRMSEs close to 1 are found in winter for all
three SPPs, indicating a higher dampening effect when compared to other seasons.

There is no notable scale dependency on Ebias for TSS and there is no clear indication of seasonality
either, although a lower Ebias is generally seen during summer for the three SPPs. It is worthwhile to
mention that while larger TSS errors are generally found in summer, this seasonal difference is not
propagated for TSS and in some cases a dampening effect (0.23–0.91) is noted during the summer.
Aside from a few instances, Ebias is significantly greater than 1 and the TSS error is amplified up to
almost 50 times greater than that found in the input P. ErRMSE is smaller during spring/winter for TMPA,
spring for CMORPH (similarly to rRMSE), and winter for PERSIANN. Conversely, higher ErRMSE

values are found during fall for TMPA and CMORPH and summer for PERSIANN. In general,
the majority of ErRMSE values (0.3 to 1.8) are below one, indicating a dampening effect of the P random
error when translated onto TSS, especially in larger basins.
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and PERSIANN during the 5-year study period.

Uncertainty propagation factors of TW are generally below 1 aside from a few instances. The ErRMSE

of TW appears to be rather consistent among all three SPPs, well below 1, with larger ErRMSEs during
the winter and lowest ErRMSEs during the summer, which is in line with results of rRMSE for TW.
Propagation of uncertainty for DO varies by season with a comparatively lower Ebias during spring
and summer, though most values are below 1 (as low as 0.0), indicating a dampening effect of the error
in P. Larger Ebias values are found during fall and winter for TMPA and CMORPH, while there is no
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consistent seasonal dependence in PERSIANN. Propagation of rRMSE for DO is consistent with results
found for rRMSE, with basin scale having some marginal impact on the results. Seasonally, ErRMSEs are
furthest from 1 in winter for all three SPPs and higher during fall (summer) for TMPA and CMORPH
(PERSIANN). All ErRMSE values are below one (0.0 to 0.1), showing a dampening of the random error
of P (when translated into DO) as well.Remote Sens. 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 16 of 23 
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4. Discussion

This section discusses the results of (1) the error and performance analysis of SPPs, (2) the seasonal
error analysis of simulated model output, and (3) the propagation of error from model input to
simulated output.

4.1. Seasonal Evaluation of SPPs

The results of this study show that the three SPPs perform differently by season, which is
corroborated by many previous studies such as Zeng et al. [3], Maggioni and Massari [4], Sun et al. [5],
Hong et al. [7], and others. When evaluating the PDFs of SPPs over the five-year study period, the PDF
of CMORPH is closer to the one of rain gauge observations with respect to the other two SPPs. This may
be due to the fact that CMORPH (like TMPA) uses both PMW sensors, which tend to accurately
detect heavy, convective precipitation events, as well as IR retrievals which better detect shallow,
light precipitation events [13]. The superiority of CMORPH over TMPA (0.25◦ and 3 h) may be related
to the finer spatial resolutions and time scales of CMORPH (0.07◦ and 30 min), which may be able
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to better detect isolated, short-duration, and low-intensity precipitation events. On a seasonal basis
(Figure 4), TMPA tends to overestimate the magnitude of P during winter, it also has a low POD and
therefore misses a number of low-intensity events. This is likely related to the fact that PMW-based
algorithms have difficulty estimating winter precipitation since they are influenced by snow and ice
and are degraded by the presence of snow cover. Additionally, the overestimation of PERSIANN in
winter may be associated with the imperfect screening of cold surfaces by IR sensors [13]. We see
that CMORPH and PERSIANN underestimate P during winter and fall, respectively. TMPA and
CMORPH generally exhibit similar performances, whereas PERSIANN shows larger error metrics,
particularly in winter, which is most likely due to the fact that PERSIANN only uses IR observations,
affected by the retrieval inaccuracy of stratiform precipitation and over snow during cooler months.
Additionally, TMPA and CMORPH perform better during summer and fall since PWM/IR algorithms
tend to better detect and estimate convective events common during warmer seasons, though they tend
to overestimate P. The notable differences found between SPPs analyzed in this study, along with their
seasonal dependency, such as larger positive biases of TMPA and CMORPH during warmer seasons
and an overestimation of PERSIANN during winter, may lead to a seasonal impact on the hydrologic
model output.

4.2. Model Output Analysis

The density scatter plots (Figure 5) of daily SPPs against ground-based P observations and Q
simulations indicate that the HSPF model may have a dampening effect on the streamflow error for
both TMPA and CMORPH; however, the poor quality of the PERSIANN product is actually amplified
in the modeled streamflow. These plots also show that SPP-simulated TSS has the weakest relationship
with gauge-simulated TSS for all water quality indicators. These results fall in line with the results
of Young et al. [68] noting a high degree of uncertainty in an HSPF model calibrated high-density
rain gauge network forced with radar data in the 600 km2 Washita River watershed in Oklahoma.
Our results also corroborate those of Wu et al. [67], who concluded that uncertainty in streamflow was
the main source of variance in simulated TSS concentrations and nutrient loads.

The model performance (quantified by B and rRMSE in Figures 6 and 7, respectively) varies
seasonally and by product, with higher Bs generally found in winter for TMPA-Q, whereas higher Bs
are found in summer and fall for CMORPH-Q. These results are noteworthy since their P counterpart
does not vary much by season, though summer presents higher Bs for both products. The highest
Bs are found in winter for PERSIANN-Q, which corresponds to Bs associated with PERSIANN-P.
One explanation as to why Bs are so different between SPP Q simulations, especially for TMPA and
CMORPH that present similar errors for P, is due to the temporal scale between products and the
nature of the events (convective, stratiform, etc.), which are ultimately simulated through the model.
Moreover, all three SPPs overestimate daily Q in comparison to gauge-simulated Q, which may
be attributed to the fact that Q increases with drainage area (positive dependency on basin scale),
causing the potential for greater residuals. These results coincide with other studies evaluating the
performance of SPPs by basin scale [9,15,17,19].

For TSS simulations, basin scale does not appear to impact B for TSS; however, rRMSE tends to
decrease by basin scale for all products during all seasons. Generally, seasonal rRMSE for all three SPPs
follows the same trends as the error associated with Q—higher in the summer and lower during spring.
Poor HSPF model performance is noted in simulated TSS, which may be attributed to misprediction of
intensity and the spatial scale of SPPs that may impact simulations of sediment loads generated from
land use runoff, and to a lesser degree, stream scour.

For TW and DO, the highest B is found in summer, as expected, since there is a larger fluctuation in
ambient air temperature during this season. During warmer seasons, high water temperatures generally
increase the rate of biological activity and chemical reactions, which in turn decrease the solubility
and concentration of saturated DO in a waterbody [73,74]. Seasonal precipitation patterns also play
a role in DO concentrations with higher moderate- and high-intensity events found in spring and fall:
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increasing streamflow allows for more aeration of the water, which also increases DO concentrations.
The seasonality trends of rRMSE are interesting since the DO concentrations are highest in winter,
which would lend for greater residuals though this is not seen in the results of rRMSE indicating
that other influencers built into the model may have an impact on random errors. A recent study
by Moreno-Rodenas et al. [75] evaluating the uncertainty and propagation of error between input
variables and DO simulated output found that precipitation uncertainty accounted for approximately
20% of the variance in DO. This same trend appears among all evaluation points and may coincide
with the skill among SPPs presented for Q.

4.3. Error Propagation

As shown in the previous section, the positive bias in SPPs is propagated into simulated
streamflow, but not in all the water quality indicators. For Q, Ebias linearly increases with basin scale.
However, there does not appear to be any distinct seasonal trends associated with the Ebias for Q.
These results are consistent with those found by others [6,9,11,15–21], indicating that error associated
with precipitation input is often amplified when translated into streamflow error.

Error propagation from P to TSS simulated output suggests that there is no notable scale
dependency or indication of seasonality. Generally, Ebias is amplified up to almost 50 times greater than
that found in the input P which is much greater for TSS than for Q or other water quality indicators,
indicating that TSS simulations in the HSPF model are highly impacted by forcing P. ErRMSE does
show a dependence on the basin scale though results also vary considerably by season. ErRMSE results
indicate a dampening effect of the P random error when translated into TSS, especially in larger basins.

Results show that the uncertainty propagation factor of TW for each SPP is generally below 1
aside from a few instances. While larger B values of TW are found during summer in comparison to
other seasons, there is no seasonal consistency for TW Ebias, reinforcing the conclusion that ambient air
temperature is the greatest influencer on in-stream temperature. As expected, it does not appear that
basin scale has any influence on TW Ebias or ErRMSE.

For DO, results show the propagation of uncertainty varies by season with a comparatively lower Ebias

during spring and summer. This may be explained by the fact that colder waters found in cooler seasons
(winter) tend to have higher concentrations of DO than in warmer periods (summer). One explanation for
the increased ErRMSEs presented in fall and winter for TMPA and CMORPH may be due to the seasonal
fluxes of DO concentrations since overall DO concentrations are typically higher during those seasons,
creating greater residuals.

5. Conclusions

This work investigates the potential of using SPPs as forcing input into a hydrologic model for
simulating and predicting streamflow and water quality. Three SPPs of different spatial and temporal
resolutions (TMPA, CMORPH, and PERSIANN) are compared to gauge-based records in the Occoquan
Watershed over a five-year study period. The seasonal error of simulated model output for Q, TSS, TW,
and DO is investigated along with the propagation of error from the SPP-forced input (P) to simulated
output. The major findings of this study are summarized as follows:

1. SPPs show mixed performance skills with a seasonal dependence. Substantial differences are
observed with moderate-intensity precipitation events, especially during winter, with both TMPA
and PERSIANN grossly overestimating moderate-intensity precipitation. On the other hand,
SPP estimates for high-intensity events are well predicted by PERSIANN but overestimated by
TMPA. In the spring, all three SPPs tend to under-detect low-intensity precipitation. TMPA tends
to under-detect low-intensity events and over-detect moderate- and high-intensity events;
however, it is much better able to detect low-intensity events in warmer seasons.

2. Correlations between the SPP-simulated streamflow and reference streamflow (simulated by
forcing the model with rain gauge observations) are higher with respect to the precipitation ones,
although biases are also higher. Generally, random errors for the three SPPs are relatively close
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between streamflow and precipitation. These results indicate that the HSPF model may have
a dampening effect on the streamflow error for both TMPA and CMORPH; however, due to
the poor quality of the PERSIANN product, its error is actually amplified through the model,
with a positive dependency on basin scale.

3. For TSS, TMPA and CMORPH appear to generally outperform PERSIANN during all seasons,
which is expected since similar results are noted from streamflow and simulated TSS concentrations
are highly dependent on streamflow. Although the systematic error in P is amplified in TSS,
the random error is not (and it is actually dampened by the model). It is worthy to mention that
while larger TSS errors are generally found in summer for all three SPPs, this seasonal difference
is not propagated for TSS.

4. The model shows good performance when simulating TW, with TMPA and CMORPH generally
outperforming PERSIANN. The error in precipitation is dampened when translated into TW and,
as expected, basin scale has no influence on the precipitation-to-TW error propagation.

5. Satisfactory model performance is also shown in simulated DO, with TMPA and CMORPH
marginally outperforming PERSIANN. The propagation of systematic and random errors from
precipitation to DO varies by season, with larger dampening effects in spring and summer for all
three SPPs.

This study demonstrates that the spatiotemporal variability of SPPs, along with their different
algorithms, has a quantifiable impact on water quality simulations. However, results shown here are limited
by several factors. Firstly, this study was conducted using only one hydrologic model. While the HSPF
model developed for the Occoquan Watershed is widely used and well calibrated and validated,
other hydrologic models may propagate errors in input precipitation differently. Secondly, the model was
calibrated based on rain gauge data, which may not reflect the actual distribution, extents, or magnitude
of precipitation in the watershed. Thirdly, a single watershed, located in an area characterized by
a temperate climate, mild topographic variation, and moderate precipitation intensity, was the focus of
this study. Since it is well documented that different SPPs perform differently by climate, topography,
and geographic regions, results of this study may not be directly translatable to other locations.
Nonetheless, this work suggests that SPPs may be used to monitor and forecast the water quality
of a hydrologic network. Future research should evaluate the applicability of SPPs for simulating
water quality in other geographic and climatic regions. Additionally, future research should evaluate
the effect of spatial and temporal resolution alone, by aggregating one of the fine resolution products to
several coarser scales. Further, other SPPs should be investigated, such as IMERG, as well as blended
and reanalysis products since these products were not considered in this study given that the use of
such products would not allow for the differentiation of results between remote sensing instruments
and product algorithms, which is the intent of this study: a proof of concept to access the ability of SPPs
to model water quality. Furthermore, future work should investigate the use of SPPs for simulating
water quality indicators during extreme hydrometeorological events (i.e., floods and droughts).
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